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INTRODUCTION

Businesses must change processes, environments, and tech-
nologies as organizations strive to become more integrated
and break down traditional silos of information systems and

-
cal professional: one with the training and perspective of an
enterprisearchitectwithgeneral technicalexpertiseaswellas

-
versity programs have risen to this challenge in recent years,

fundamentals of enterprise information systems in response
to the increasing demand for university-trained graduates

to craft new enterprise systems curricula that are relevant
to today’s global business environment and developed from

Today’sgloballycompetitiveenvironment requires tech-
nical professionals to move beyond technical expertise and
contribute to the strategy and development of dynamic IT

To be prepared to meet such expectations, IT students must
have broad experience in the design, implementation, and

-
fered in a layered fashion, teaching students about databases,
networks, and applications in different courses devoted to

-
ticular courses, it does not adequately prepare students for
the work environment of the enterprise architect, where all
of these different layers must be combined to support and

narrow layer may fail to anticipate certain trends or require-
ments, such as a database designer overlooking the need for

Tomeet thisneed,manyinformationtechnologyprograms
are incorporating enterprise systems curricula for senior stu-

curriculum, and must focus on a wide variety of educational
goals including understanding the enterprise as a whole,
understanding how technology can provide a competitive
advantage, learning to design complex integrated systems,
learning concepts underlying technical systems integration,
learning how to assess the requirements of an integrated
system, and learning how enterprise architecture design is

BACKGROUND

havenotedamajorshift inmost technology-centricbusinesses

is the
practice of sequestering the core business functions into

These services can then be combined to create composite

enterprise systems development and integration highlights
the demand for enterprise architects who can understand
and align business goals with a technical strategy and ar-

of the enterprise architect—it is simply one method of the
overall goal of aligning the strategic vision of the business
with its information technology infrastructure (Cannon,

of graduates in science, technology, engineering, and math
-

commitment to the use of information technology to solve
real customer problems now and in the future” as a primary
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education through better understanding of the IT workforce,

The lack of well-educated IT workers is further empha-
-

off-shoring of certain technology jobs, a large number of

open

-
tion for the open positions among executives interviewed

employee who can interact with various groups within the
organization, manage technology projects, analyze business
needs and translate those needs into a technical solution, and
becomeaneffectivebridgebetweenfunctionalbusinessunits

are in need of employees with the background, skills, and

To meet the needs established by industry, information
technology curricula must produce well-rounded students
who have a broad enterprise-wide understanding of a variety
of IT concepts from databases to networks, to data storage

requirements for large projects, design solutions, and be able
to easily develop expertise in multiple areas of the company

CHALLENGES TO ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS CURRICULA

Meeting the educational needs of enterprise-systems-related

in higher education are also plagued with paperwork and
committees when attempting to implement new courses,

-
versity faculty are faced with a variety of concerns when

On top of the challenge of mastering new content, many
universities have an arduous approval process in place for
any new class, making the task of linking a new course to

equipment and practices by the completion of a degree, but
ready access to equipment and content to meet these needs

equipment at the same rate large companies are able to,

systems integration that will remain relevant and up to date

of enterprise information systems instruction in higher

no parent organization to make decisions about what is ap-
propriate content for an information technology curriculum,
individual colleges and universities are freely creating very

-

while many institutions placed unique emphasis on different
aspects of information technology, all offered courses on
networking, database construction and management, and

With such wide ground to cover with respect to content
areas in information technology, capstone courses within the

courses often take the form of an enterprise systems inte-

that studentshavedevelopedabroad-enoughskill set tobegin
understanding the relationships between different areas of

These capstone classes are often an ideal situation for
academic-industry partnerships (Courte & Bishop-Clark,

-
tempt to begin industry partnerships early in the academic
program, but according to Courte and Bishop-Clark, part-
nerships involving more senior students tend to have higher
rates of return (industry partners are interested in repeating
the experience the following year) and more often lead to

interest in advanced students offers an opportunity to put
students in situations that expose them to current technolo-

The traditional method of teaching enterprise-systems-
related topics at the college level would almost certainly
involve the use of case studies to articulate relationships

to a real-life problem and afford the student an insider per-

cannotbewrittenat the rateatwhich industrymoves forward,
-
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